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92 Matthew Ando

1 Introduction

Let E be an even periodic, homotopy commutative ring spectrum, let C be
an elliptic curve over SE = spec�0E , and let t be an isomorphism of formal
groups

t : bC �= spf E0(CP1);

so that (E;C; t) is an elliptic spectrum in the sense of [13, 2]. In [2], Hopkins,
Strickland, and the author construct a canonical map of homotopy commutative
ring spectra

�(E;C; t) : MUh6i −! E

called the sigma orientation ; it is conjectured in [13] that this map is the
restriction to MUh6i of a similar map MOh8i ! E:

Let T be the circle group. We expect that there is an equivariant elliptic
spectrum (ET; C; t) extending the nonequivariant elliptic spectrum (E;C; t),
and that the sigma orientation extends to a multiplicative map of T-equivariant
spectra

�T(ET; C; t) : (T-equivariant MOh8i) −! ET: (1.1)

Note however that the construction of �T requires us among other things to
say what T-spectra we have in mind for the domain and codomain.

If V is a virtual vector bundle over a space X , let XV denote its Thom
spectrum. In principle, giving a map �T as in (1.1) should be equivalent to
specifying, for each virtual T-BOh8i vector bundle (whatever that means) a
trivialization γ(V ) of ET(XV ) as an ET(X)-module; the trivialization should
be stable, exponential, and natural as V=X ranges over the virtual T-BOh8i
vector bundles.

The trivializations γ(V ) should be compatible with the nonequivariant sigma
orientation in the following way. If X is a T-space, then XT will denote the
Borel construction ET�TX; if V is a (virtual) T-vector bundle over X , then VT
will denote the corresponding (virtual) bundle over XT . A T-BOh8i structure
on a T-bundle should at least give a BOh8i structure to VT . One expects that
the equivariant extension ET of an elliptic cohomology theory E comes with a
completion isomorphism

ET(X)^ �= E(XT); (1.2)

and in particular
ET(XV )^ �= E((XT)VT): (1.3)
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Analytic equivariant sigma orientation 93

The desired compatibility is that this isomorphism carries γ(V ) to the sigma
orientation of VT .

In this paper we take ET to be the complex-analytic equivariant elliptic coho-
mology of Grojnowski. Let � � C be a lattice in the complex plane, and let
C be the analytic variety C = C=�. Grojnowski constructs a functor ET from
�nite T-CW complexes to sheaves of Z=2-graded OC -algebras, equipped with
a natural isomorphism (1.2), where the left side denotes the completion of the
stalk of ET(X) at the origin of C ([11]; for a published account see [19, 1]).

The bundles for which we construct trivializations γ(V ) are the virtual T-
oriented equivariant spin bundles V with c2(VT) = 0. This requires some ex-
planation.

Let V be a T-vector bundle over X . A T-orientation � on V is a choice
of orientation �(V A) on the �xed sub-bundle V A for each closed subgroup
A of T. We say that V is T-orientable if it admits a T-orientation; a T-
oriented vector bundle is a T-vector bundle equipped with a T-orientation.
An isomorphism of T-oriented vector bundles is an isomorphism of T-vector
bundles which preserves the orientations on each of the �xed sub-bundles.

A T-equivariant spin bundle is a spin vector bundle V , equipped with an action
of T on its principal spin bundle Q! X . If V is a T-equivariant spin bundle
with principal spin bundle Q, then the Borel construction QT is a principal
spin bundle over XT ; the associated spin vector bundle is VT .

Since we produce a section of the sheaf which corresponds in Grojnowski’s ET
to the cohomology of the Thom spectrum of a virtual bundle, it is important
to identify this sheaf precisely, rather than merely its isomorphism class. Our
approach is to construct the section for a pair V = V=X = (V0; V1) of T-oriented
equivariant spin vector bundles over X , representing the virtual bundle V0−V1 ,
and then state explicitly how the construction depends on the pair. We choose
not to write V = V0−V1 , to emphasize that we are working with genuine vector
bundles and not mere isomorphism classes. In particular the virtual bundles
over X do not form an abelian group. On the other hand, if V is such a pair,
then XV will denote the Thom spectrum of the virtual bundle V0 − V1 .

If V = (V0; V1) is a pair of vector bundles over X , and f : Y ! X is a map,
then we write f�V for the pair (f�V0; f

�V1) of vector bundles over Y . A map

g=f : W=Y ! V=X

of pairs of vector bundles will mean a map of spaces

f : Y ! X
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94 Matthew Ando

and maps of vector bundles
Wi

gi−−−−! Vi??y ??y
Y

f−−−−! X

(1.4)

covering f for i = 0; 1. Such a map will be called a pull-back if the diagram
(1.4) is a pull-back for each i. If V is a pair of T-vector bundles, then we write
VT for the pair ((V0)T; (V1)T): If V 0 = (V 00 ; V

0
1) is another pair of vector bundles

over X , then we write V � V 0 for the pair (V0 � V 00 ; V1 � V 01) over X .

A spin vector bundle V has an integral characteristic class, twice which is the
�rst Pontrjagin class. It is called p1

2 in [7] and � in [8]. The isomorphism

H4(BSU ;Z) �= H4(BSpin;Z)

identi�es it with the second Chern class, so we call it c2 as in [2]. If V = (V0; V1)
is a pair of spin bundles, then we de�ne c2(V ) = c2(V0)− c2(V1).

If V is a T-equivariant vector bundle over X , then we write ET(V ) for the
reduced equivariant elliptic cohomology of its Thom space. It is an ET(X)-
module, and if V is T-orientable, then it is an invertible ET(X)-module (see
section 7 and [19, 1]). If V and V 0 are two such bundles then there is a canonical
isomorphism of ET(X)-modules

ET(V � V 0) �= ET(V ) ⊗
ET(X)

ET(V 0): (1.5)

If V is a T-oriented vector bundle, and f : Y ! X is an equivariant map, then
there is a canonical isomorphism

ET(f�V ) �= f�ET(V ) (1.6)

of sheaves of ET(Y )-modules.

If V = (V0; V1) is a pair of T-oriented vector bundles over X , then we de�ne

ET(V ) def= ET(V0) ⊗
ET(X)

ET(V1)−1:

Equations (1.5) and (1.6) imply that the assignment V 7! ET(V ) is

(1) stable in the sense that if W is a T-oriented vector bundle over X , and
if V 0 = (V0 �W;V1 �W ), then there is a canonical isomorphism

ET(V 0) �= ET(V ); (1.7)
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Analytic equivariant sigma orientation 95

(2) natural in the sense that if

g=f : W=Y ! V=X

is a pull-back of pairs of T-oriented vector bundles, then there is a canon-
ical isomorphism

ET(g=f) : ET(f)�ET(V ) �= ET(W ) (1.8)

of ET(Y )-algebras.

(3) exponential in the sense that if V 0 = (V 00 ; V
0

1) is another T-oriented vector
bundle, then there is a canonical isomorphism

ET(V � V 0) �= ET(V ) ⊗
ET(X)

ET(V 0) (1.9)

extending (1.5).

Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1.10 (9.1) Let V = (V0; V1) be a pair of T-oriented equivariant
spin vector bundles over a �nite T-CW complex X , with the property that
c2(VT) = 0: Then there is a canonical trivialization γ(V ) of ET(V ), whose
value in ET(V )^ �= E(XVT

T ) is the Thom class provided by the (nonequivariant)
sigma orientation.

The association V 7! γ(V ) is stable in the sense that if W is a T-oriented
T-equivariant spin bundle, and V 0 = (V0 �W;V1 �W ), then

γ(V 0) = γ(V )

under the isomorphism (1.7). It is natural in the sense that if

g=f : W=Y ! V=X

is a pull-back of pairs of T-oriented equivariant spin bundles with vanishing
Borel second Chern class, then

ET(f)�γ(V ) = γ(V 0)

under the isomorphism (1.8). It is exponential in the sense that if V 0 = (V 00 ; V
0

1)
is another pair of T-oriented T-equivariant spin bundles with c2(V 0T) = 0, then

γ(V � V 0) = γ(V )⊗ γ(V 0)

under the isomorphism (1.9).

Remark 1.11 It is a result of Bott and Samelson ([6]; see [7] or Lemma 5.27)
that a T-equivariant spin bundle is T-orientable.
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Remark 1.12 The class γ(V ) depends on the T-orientation and spin struc-
ture, but otherwise requires only that c2(VT) = 0, i.e. that VT admits a
BOh8i-structure. We suspect that the failure of our construction to depend
on the choice of BOh8i structure on VT reflects the fact that our elliptic curve
C comes as a quotient C=�. For example in Lemma 5.20, it is important to
be able to name the point q

1
n . This is similar to the situation of the Ochanine

genus, whose rigidity requires only that V is a spin bundle.

In [1], Maria Basterra and the author showed that, under the hypotheses of the
Theorem, there is a global section γ(V ) of ET(V ), whose value in the stalk at
the origin of C is the sigma orientation of VT ; earlier Rosu [19] did the same
for the orientation associated to the Euler formal group law. However, those
papers do not address the trivialization, naturality, and exponential properties
of the classes they construct.

The naturality is particularly hard to discern. Both of the papers [19, 1] closely
follow [7] in their implementation of the \transfer" argument, and so all three
papers depend on meticulous choices for integer representatives of the characters
of the action of T on V jXT and of T[n] on V jT[n] and for the orientations
of V T and V T[n] , along with surprising and not particularly intuitive results
concerning the compatibility of these choices. In this paper we show that any
choice will do, with no e�ect on the resulting Thom class, which is completely
determined by the equivariant spin bundle V , together with the orientations of
the bundles V T[n] and V T . The argument is indi�erent to the parity of n.

From a practical point of view there are two important new ingredients. The
�rst is a careful account of the choice of representatives of characters (rotation
numbers) for the action of A � T on the vector bundle V jXA . This makes
it easy to study the e�ect on our constructions of varying the representatives
and for that matter the subgroup A. The second is a systematic use of the
geometry of the a�ne Weyl group of Spin(2d), and its associated theory of
theta functions [16].

More important than any single practical improvement was the conceptual
progress in understanding the relationship between the sigma orientation and
Looijenga’s work on theta functions, root systems, and elliptic curves. In or-
der to illustrate our thinking, we state a conjecture; it is really a proposal for
structure which should be expected of equivariant elliptic cohomology, once a
rich enough theory has been found.

Let E be the nonequivariant elliptic spectrum associated to C (see (2.10) for
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Analytic equivariant sigma orientation 97

a construction), and let

spE(XT) def= spf E0(XT):

Then X 7! spE(XT) is a covariant functor from T-spaces to formal schemes
over spf E0(BT) �= bC . To state our conjecture, it is useful to suppose that
T-equivariant elliptic cohomology is a covariant functor

X 7! spET(X)

from T-spaces to some category of (super) ringed spaces over C , as was pro-
posed by Grojnowski [11] and Ginzburg-Kapranov-Vasserot [9] (and perhaps
others). For example, since Grojnowski’s functor ET produces a Z=2-graded
commutative OC -algebra, we may view (C;ET(X)) as a ringed space spET(X)
over C . In this notation the completion isomorphism (1.2) becomes

spE(XT) �= (spET(X))^:

Let G = Spin(2d) with maximal torus T and Weyl group W , and let �T =
hom(T; T ) be the lattice of cocharacters. The formal scheme �T ⊗ bC carries a
natural action of W , and the splitting principle gives an isomorphism (see sec-
tion 4)

BGE �= ( �T ⊗ bC)=W:

Suppose that V is a T-vector bundle over X , and that VT has structure group
G. The map

X −! BG

classifying V induces in E -cohomology a map

spE(XT) −! ( �T ⊗ bC)=W: (1.13)

Looijenga constructs a holomorphic line bundle A over ( �T ⊗ C)=W ([16]; see
also section 5.2). The sigma function � de�nes a global holomorphic section �d
of A, whose zeroes de�ne an ideal sheaf I on ( �T ⊗ C)=W , such that �d is a
trivialization of A⊗I . Our conjecture is the following; it is stated with a little
more detail as Conjecture 10.1.

Conjecture 1.14 The T-equivariant elliptic cohomology ET associated to the
elliptic curve C should associate to the T-equivariant spin bundle V=X a map

f : spET(X)! ( �T ⊗ C)=W;

which upon completion gives the map (1.13). Writing I(V ) = f�I and A(V ) =
f�A, this map should have the following properties.
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(1) There is a canonical isomorphism

I(V ) �= ET(V )

of line bundles over spET(X).

(2) Suppose that V 0 is another T-equivariant spin bundle. If

c2(VT) = c2(V 0T);

then A(V ) �= A(V 0); indeed a T-BOh8i structure on V − V 0 determines
a trivialization of A(V )⊗A(V 0)−1 .

In the notation of the Theorem, let �(V ) = f�(�d). If V − V 0 is a T-BOh8i-
bundle, then �(V )=�(V 0) is a trivialization of

A(V )⊗ I(V )
A(V 0)⊗ I(V 0)

�= ET(V )
ET(V 0)

;

this is the equivariant sigma orientation for V − V 0 . From this point of view,
the sigma function always determines a trivialization of the line bundle A(V )⊗
I(V ); when c2(V ) = 0, A(V ) is trivial and so this gives a Thom class. The
letter A stands for \anomaly".

Early versions of this paper were attempts to prove the Conjecture 1.14 for
Grojnowski’s ET , and then to deduce Theorem 1.10 from it. However, for
reasons we explain in section 10, we were only occasionally able to convince even
ourselves of those proofs. Eventually, detailed consideration of the consequences
of the Conjecture led us to the formulae in section 5.4 and so to concrete proofs.

In section 10 we do construct the map in the Conjecture for a functor which
captures the behavior of the stalks of Grojnowski’s functor. The argument
uses the same information we used in section 5.4 and section 8 to produce the
equivariant Thom class. The functor we study in section 10 was also inspired by
Greenlees’s rational T-equivariant elliptic spectra [10] and by Hopkins’s work on
characters in elliptic cohomology [12]. Indeed we hope that Greenlees’s rational
T-equivariant elliptic spectra will admit a proof of the conjecture, and so give
an account of the rational circle-equivariant sigma orientation.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we summarize some of
the notation which recurs throughout the paper. We discuss complex-orientable
cohomology theories in general and ordinary and elliptic cohomology theories
in particular. In section 3 we state in a useful form some standard facts about
T-equivariant principal G-bundles.

In section 4 we interpret the analysis of section 3 in the presence of a (rational)
complex-orientable cohomology theory. We begin section 5 with an interlude
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(section 5.1) on degree-four characteristic classes. In section 5.2 we recall a re-
sult essentially due to [16], that a degree-four characteristic class � 2 H4(BG;Z)
gives rise to a W -equivariant line bundle L(�) over ( �T ⊗C). We de�ne a theta
function of level � for G to be a W -invariant holomorphic section of the line
bundle L(�); by the splitting principle, the Taylor series expansion of such a
theta function de�nes a characteristic class of principal G-bundles. The sigma
function provides the most important examples for us, and so we discuss it in
section 5.3.

Section 5.4 is the heart of the paper. In it we use the results of section 3|5.3
to construct some holomorphic characteristic classes for T-equivariant princi-
pal G-bundles which are the building blocks of the Thom classes in section 8
and section 9.

In section 6 we recall the construction of Grojnowski’s analytic T-equivariant
elliptic cohomology associated to a lattice � � C: In section 7 we review the
equivariant elliptic cohomology of Thom complexes [19, 1], recalling what is
involved in constructing a global section of ET(V ), where V is (virtual) T-
oriented vector bundle.

In section 9 we construct the equivariant sigma orientation, proving Theorem
1.10. In section 8 we prove the following related result. Let G be a spinor
group, and let G0 be a simple and simply connected compact Lie group. Let V
be a T-equivariant G-bundle over a �nite T-CW complex X , and let V 0 be a
T-equivariant G0 -bundle. Let

�(VT) 2 E(XVT
T )

be the Thom class given by the Weierstrass sigma function (see De�nition 4.13).
Suppose that �0 is a degree-four characteristic classes for G0 , with the property
that

c2(VT) = �0(V 0T):

Suppose that �0 is a theta function for G0 of level �0 .

Theorem 1.15 (8.6) A T-orientation � on V determines a canonical global
section γ = γ(V; V 0; �) of ET(V )−1 , whose value in ET(V )−1

0 is �0(V 0T)�(VT)−1 .
The formation of γ is natural in the sense if

g=f : W=Y ! V=X

g0=f : W 0=Y ! V 0=X

are pull-backs of vector bundles, then under the isomorphism

ET(g=f) : ET(f)�ET(V ) �= ET(W );
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we have

ET(f)�γ(V; V 0; �) = γ(W;W 0; g��):

In particular, suppose that V 0 is an equivariant Spin(2d0)-vector bundle over
X , and V is an equivariant Spin(2d) vector bundle. Suppose that �0 is the
character of a representation of LSpin(2d0) of level k : then it is a theta function
of level kc2 for Spin(2d0). If

c2(VT) = kc2(V 0T);

then Theorem 1.15 gives a global section γ of ET(V )−1 . If X is a manifold
and V is the tangent bundle of X , then the Pontrjagin-Thom construction for
the map � : X ! � gives a map

(ET(�))�ET(V )−1 ! ET(�) = OC
of OC -modules which takes γ to the equivariant Witten genus of V twisted
by the characteristic class �0(V 0T). Since the global sections of OC are the
constants, we have the following result of Kefeng Liu [15].

Corollary 1.16 Under these conditions, the equivariant Witten genus of X
twisted by �(V 0T) is constant.

Remark 1.17 Liu states a condition on p1 instead of c2 .

If section 5.4 is the heart of the paper, then section 10 is the soul. There we
discuss Conjecture 1.14, the study of which led to the results we report here.
We give a re�nement of the conjecture (Conjecture 10.1), and we explain how
the arguments in this paper support it. We show how to construct the map
of Conjecture 1.14 for a functor which captures the behavior of the stalks of
Grojnowski’s functor; the construction is essentially a \transfer formula" in the
sense of [7]. We show that the nonequivariant version of the conjecture is true,
and sheds light on the nonequivariant sigma orientation. Because the characters
of representations of the loop group LG are sections of the line bundle A, it
illuminates the relationship between the sigma orientation, equivariant elliptic
cohomology, and representations of loop groups [5, 3].
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2 Notation

2.1 Abelian groups

Let C be a category with �nite products. The category AC of abelian groups
in C is an additive category. In fact AC is tensored over the category of �nitely
generated free abelian groups. That is, a �nitely generated free abelian group
F and an abelian group X of C determine (naturally in F and X ) an object
F ⊗X of AC , with a natural isomorphism

AC[F ⊗X;Y ] �= (abelian groups)[F;AC[X;Y ]]:

If A is an abelian group written additively, and M is an abelian group written
multiplicatively, then we write ma for the element a⊗m of A⊗M . Similarly,
if M 0 is an abelian group, u 2 M 0 , and m 2 hom(M 0;M) then we may write
um for m(u).

We write Ga for the additive group, and Gm for the multiplicative group.

2.2 Lie groups and the group �T ⊗X

In general, the letter G will stand for a compact Lie group with maximal torus
T with Weyl group W . We de�ne

�T def= hom[T; T ]

T̂
def= hom[T;T]
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to be the lattices of cocharacters and characters. We write

c : G! Aut(G)

for the action of G on itself by conjugation:

cgh = ghg−1:

If X is an abelian group in any category, then the tensor product �T ⊗X carries
an action of the Weyl group W . If r is the rank of G, then �T ⊗X is isomorphic
to Xr .

2.3 Elliptic curves

Fix � in the complex upper half plane, and let � be the lattice

� = 2�iZ + 2�i�Z:
The complex numbers appear in this paper both as a ring and as an analytic
variety. To avoid confusion we write A1

an for the complex numbers regarded as
an analytic variety. Similarly, we write Gan

a for A1
an with its additive structure

of abelian topological group. We write z for the standard coordinate on Ga
and also on A1 , A1

an , Gan
a , etc. We write Gan

m for (A1
an)� with its multiplicative

group structure. We set

ur = erz

qr = e2�ir�
(2.1)

for r 2 Q, and we let C be the elliptic curve

C = C=� = Gan
a =� �= C�=qZ = Gan

m =q
Z:

We write } for the covering map

A1
an

}−! C:

If V is an open set in a complex analytic variety, then we write OV for the
sheaf of holomorphic functions on V .

If A is an abelian topological group and a 2 A, when we write �a for the
translation map; and if V � A is an open set, then we write

V − g def= �−g(V ):

De�nition 2.2 An open set U of C is small if it is connected and }−1U is a
union of connected components V with the property that

}jV : V ! U

is an isomorphism.
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If U is small and V is a component of }−1U , then the covering map induces
an isomorphism

OU �= OV :

In particular, if U contains the origin of C , then there is a unique component
V of }−1U containing 0. This determines a C[z]-algebra structure on OU , and
a C[z; z−1] structure on OU jUn0:

2.4 Ringed spaces

Grojnowski’s T-equivariant elliptic cohomology is a contravariant functor

ET : (�nite T-CW complexes)! (Z=2-graded OC -algebras) (2.3)

(see section 6 and [11, 19, 1]). At roughly the same time as [11], Ginzburg-
Kapranov-Vasserot [9] proposed that the T-equivariant elliptic cohomology as-
sociated to an elliptic curve C should be a covariant functor

Eideal : (T-spaces)! (schemes)=C;

although they gave no independent construction of such a functor.

These are meant to be related by the formula

ET(X) = f�OEideal(X); (2.4)

where
f : Eideal(X)! C

is the structural map. Grojnowksi’s functor can not quite be of the form (2.4),
since in (2.3) OC is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on the analytic space
C = Gan

a =�. However, it does give a covariant functor

(�nite T-spaces)! (ringed spaces)=C:

Precisely, we have the following.

De�nition 2.5 By a (super, or Z=2-graded) ringed space we shall mean a pair
(X;OX ) consisting of a space X and a sheaf OX of Z=2-graded rings on X .
A map of ringed spaces

f = (f1; f2) : (X;OX )! (Y;OY )

consists of a map of spaces f1 : X ! Y and a map of sheaves of Z=2-graded
commutative algebras over Y

f2 : OY ! (f1)�OX :
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The resulting category of ringed spaces will be denoted R. If X = (X;OX ) is
a ringed space and U is an open set of X , then we may write X (U) in place
of OX(U).

If X is a �nite T-CW complex, then

spET(X) def= (C;ET(X))

is a ringed space. If

f : Y ! X

is a map of �nite T-CW complexes then we de�ne

spET(f) : spET(Y )! spET(X)

to be the identity on C and

ET(f) : ET(X)! ET(Y )

on the structure sheaves. In this we obtain a covariant functor

spET : (�nite T-CW complexes)!R=C:

We have found this point of view to be extremely helpful, and so we have
adopted it in writing this paper.

2.5 Ordinary cohomology

If R is a commutative ring, let HR denote ordinary cohomology with coe�-
cients in R. If X is a space, then we write

spHR(X) def= spec(HReven(X))

for the scheme over specR associated to the cohomology of X . We may also
view spHR(X) as the ringed space with underlying space spec(HReven(X))
and structure sheaf associated to

HReven(X) �HRodd(X):

We shall write H for HC, cohomology with complex coe�cients.
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2.6 Equivariant cohomology

If X is a space with a circle action, spHR(XT) is a scheme over spHR(BT),
which we denote spHR(X): We choose a generator of the character group of T,
and write z for the resulting generator of HZ2(BT); this gives an isomorphism

spHR(BT) �= (Ga)R (2.6)

of group schemes over specR: We shall use (2.6) to view spHR(XT) as a
scheme over A1

R .

We recall [18] that equivariant cohomology satis�es a localization theorem.

Theorem 2.7 If X has the homotopy type of a �nite T-CW complex (e.g. if
X is a compact T-manifold), then the natural map

spH(XTT ) −! spH(XT)

induces an isomorphism over specC[z; z−1] � spH(BT).

Holomorphic cohomology

Let A1
an be the analytic complex plane, so OA1

an
is the sheaf of holomorphic

functions on C. Because of the natural maps

A1
an ! A1

C ! A1 �= spHZ(BT)

we may view z as a function on A1
an . Given a T-space X we de�ne the holo-

morphic cohomology of X to be the sheaf of super OA1
an

-algebras given by

H(X;U) def= HC(XT) ⊗
C[z]
OA1

an
(U):

We view H(X) as the structure sheaf of a ringed space (2.5) spH(X) over A1
an ,

namely the the pull-back in the diagram

spH(X) −−−−! spH(XT) −−−−! spHZ(XT)??y ??y ??y
A1

an −−−−! A1
C −−−−! A1

Z:
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The stalk of holomorphic cohomology

Let
A1

an;0 = spec(OA1
an;0

)

be the local scheme associated to the stalk of OA1
an

at the origin. The stalk of
H(X) at the origin is

H(X)0
�= H(XT) ⊗

C[z]
(OA1

an;0
):

We write spH(XT)0 for the resulting scheme over A1
an;0 .

Periodic Borel cohomology

Let HP denote periodic ordinary cohomology with complex coe�cients: that
is,

HP =
_
k2Z

�2kH (2.8)

so
��HP = C[v; v−1]

with v 2 �2HP . Then
HP 0(BT) �= C[[z]]

so spf HP 0(BT) = (A1
an)^0 = (A1

C)^0 , and HP 0(XT) is the ring of formal func-
tions on the pull-back spHP (XT) in the diagram of formal schemes

spHP (XT) −−−−! spH(XT)0??y ??y
(A1

an)^0 −−−−! A1
an;0:

Summarizing, we have a collection of forms of ordinary cohomology

spHP (XT) −−−−! spH(XT)0 −−−−! spH(X) −−−−! spH(XT) −−−−! spHZ(XT)??y ??y ??y ??y ??y
(A1
C)^0 −−−−! A1

an;0 −−−−! A1
an −−−−! A1

C −−−−! A1
Z:
(2.9)
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2.7 Generalized cohomology

Even periodic ring spectra

A ring spectrum E will be called \even periodic" if �oddE = 0 and �2E contains
a unit of ��E .

If E is an even periodic ring spectrum, and if X is a space, then we shall write
E�X for the unreduced cohomology of X . As in [2], we write spE(X) for the
formal scheme

spE(X) = colimF�X specE0F

over SE = specE0(�); the colimit is over the compact subsets of X .

An even periodic ring spectrum is always complex-orientable. In particular

PE
def= spE(BT)

is a (commutative, one-dimensional) formal group over SE . For example, let
HPZ denote periodic ordinary cohomology with integer coe�cients. Then
PHPZ = bGa .

Borel cohomology

If E is an even periodic ring spectrum, and X is a space with a circle action,
then the projection

XT ! BT

induces a map
spE(XT)! PE ;

making
spE(XT) = spf E0(XT)

into a formal scheme over the formal group of E .

Elliptic spectra

We recall [2] that an elliptic spectrum is a triple (E;C; t) consisting of

(1) an even periodic ring spectrum E ,
(2) a (generalized) elliptic curve C over SE , and

(3) an isomorphism of formal groups

t : bC �= PE :
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Rational elliptic spectra

Let

C // specR

0
zz

be an elliptic curve with identity 0 over a Q-algebra R, and let ! = 0�Ω1
C=R .

If ! is a trivialization of ! , then there is a canonical isomorphism of formal
groups over R bC log!−−!�=

bGa
with the property that 0� log�! dz = 0�dz .

Let Γ�(!) be the functor from rings to sets which given by

Γ�(!)(T ) = f(j; !) j j : specT ! specR;! a trivializaton of j�!g:

If ! is a trivialization of ! , then the trivializations of j�! are of the form uj�!
for u 2 T� , so

Γ�(!) �= specR[u; u−1]:

Let S = O(Γ�(!)).

The logarithm then gives a canonical isomorphism of formal groups

bCS log
Ĉ−−−! (bGa)S

by the formula
(c; !) 7! (log! c; !):

If HS[v; v−1] is the even periodic ring spectrum such that

(HS[v; v−1])�X def= H�(X;S[v; v−1]);

where we take v to have degree 2 and u 2 S to have degree zero, then

PHS[v;v−1] = (bGa)S ;
and we have an elliptic spectrum

(HS[v; v−1]; C; logĈ):

Alternatively, given over R a trivialization ! of ! we have the elliptic spectrum
(HR[v; v−1]; C; log!).
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Complex elliptic spectra

Recall (2.8) that HP denotes periodic ordinary cohomology with complex co-
e�cients.

The projection } : Gan
a ! C induces an isomorphism of formal groupsb} : bGa ! bC:

There is a unique cotangent vector ! such that

}�! = 0�dz:

We have
log! = (b})−1;

and so an elliptic spectrum

(HP;C; b}−1) = (HP;C; log!): (2.10)

3 Principal bundles with an action of the circle

3.1 A-bundles over trivial A-spaces

Let A be a closed subgroup of the circle T. Suppose that G is a connected
compact Lie group with maximal torus T , and let � : Q! Y be a principal G-
bundle over a connected space Y . Suppose that A acts on Q=Y , �xing Y . The
group of automorphisms of Q=Y is the group of sections Γ((Q�GGc)=Y ), and
an action of A on Q=Y is equivalent to a section a 2 Γ((Q�G hom[A;Gc])=Y )
(The notation Gc refers to G with G acting on it by conjugation).

Since G is connected and A is (topologically) cyclic, every G-orbit in hom[A;G]
intersects hom[A;T ] nontrivially: that is, the map

hom[A;T ]! hom[A;Gc]! hom[A;Gc]=G

is surjective.

In particular hom[A;Gc]=G is discrete. Its points label the connected compo-
nents of Q�G hom[A;Gc] via the surjective map

Q�G hom[A;Gc]! hom[A;G]=G:

Since Y is connected, we may choose a homomorphism m 2 hom[A;T ] such
that, for all x 2 Y , there is a p 2 Q such that

a(x) = [p;m];
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the square brackets indicate the class in the Borel construction of the element
(p;m) 2 Q�hom[A;G]. The choice of m determines p only up to the centralizer
Z(m) in G of the homomorphism m.

De�nition 3.1 A reduction of the action of A on Q is a homomorphism

m : A! T

such that, for all x 2 Y , there is a p 2 Q such that

a(x) = [p;m]:

The terminology is justi�ed by the following observation. Let

Q(m) = fp 2 Qj[p;m] = a(�(p))g:

Then �jQ(m) : Q(m)! Y is a principal Z(m) bundle over Y , the reduction of
the structure group of Q to Z(m). In other words, we have given a factorization

BZ(m)

��

Y
Q

//

Q(m)
;;
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

BG:

(3.2)

Let
W (m) = fw 2W jwm = mg

be the stabilizer of m. One sees that T is a maximal torus of Z(m), with Weyl
group W (m).

Example 3.3 Suppose that G = U(n) is the unitary group with its maximal
torus T = �(z1; : : : ; zn) of diagonal matrices, and suppose that A = T. Every
homomorphism

m : T! T

is conjugate in U(n) to one of the form

m(z) = �(zm1 ; : : : ; zm1 ; zm2 ; : : : ; zm2 ; : : : ; zmr ; : : : ; zmr );

where mi 2 Z. Let dj be the multiplicity of mj ; then the centralizer is the
block-diagonal matrix

Z(m) =

24 U(d1)
: : :

U(dr)

35 ;
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with Weyl group

W (m) = �d1 � � � � � �dr � �n = W:

If V is a T-equivariant complex vector bundle over a connected trivial T-space
Y , and if this m is a reduction of the action of T on the principal bundle
of V , then the reduction of the structure group to Z(m) corresponds to the
decomposition of V as the direct sum

V �= V (m1)� � � � � V (mr);

where T acts on the �ber of V (mj) by the character zmj .

The composition

g(m) : A� Z(m)
m�Z(m)−−−−−! T � Z(m)! Z(m)

is a group homomorphism, and so we have a map

BA�BZ(m)
Bg(m)−−−−! BZ(m):

The following Lemma will be used directly to prove Lemma 5.5, a calculation of
degree-four characteristic classes. Moreover, the algebro-geometric form of this
diagram after applying a complex-orientable cohomology theory (see Lemma
4.2) captures the essential point of the \transfer argument" of [7], as we explain
in Remark 10.7.

Lemma 3.4 (1) The diagram

BT �BT

&&N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

BA�BT

Bm�BT
66
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

��

BT

��

BA�BZ(m)
Bg(m)

// BZ(m)

commutes.

(2) The map Bg(m) classi�es the principal Z(m)-bundle EZ(m)A = EA�A
EZ(m) over BA�BZ(m).

Proof The �rst part is easy. For the second part, it su�ces to construct a
map of principal Z(m)-bundles over BA�BZ(m). The map

Eg(m) : EA� EZ(m)! EZ(m)
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factors through EA�AEZ(m), and gives the desired map. (Note that the map
Eg(m) is obtained by constructing EA and EZ(m) functorially as spaces with
actions on the same side, say the left. In forming EA �A EZ(m), one makes
A act on the right of EA by the inverse.)

If m0 : A ! T is another reduction of the action of A on Q, then m and
m0 di�er by conjugation in G, and we have for some g in G a commutative
diagram

Y
Q(m0)

//

Q(m)

�� Q
##G

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

BZ(m0)

��

BZ(m) //

cg
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

;;
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

BG:

(3.5)

3.2 The case of a connected centralizer

Lemma 3.6 If the centralizer Z(m) is connected, then the element g in the
diagram (3.5) may be taken to be in the normalizer NGT of T in G.

Proof Let g 2 G be such that

cgm = m0

Then m0(A) � cg(T ) \ T , so both T and cg(T ) are maximal tori in Z(m0).
Since Z(m0) is connected, there is an element h 2 Z(m0) such that

chcg(T ) = T;

so hg 2 NGT . Since h 2 Z(m0), we have

m0 = chm
0 = chcgm:

Example 3.3 shows that Z(m) is connected if G is a unitary group. Bott and
Samelson have shown ([6]; see Proposition 10.2 of [7]) that Z(m) is connected
if G is a spinor group. Indeed they prove the following.

Lemma 3.7 If G is simple and simply connected then the centralizer Z(m)
is connected.
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3.3 Nested �xed-point sets

Now suppose that B � A is a larger closed subgroup of T (primarily, we shall
be interested in the case that B = T), that Q=Y is a B -equivariant principal
G-bundle, and that A acts trivially on Y .

Lemma 3.8 If
m : A! T

is a reduction of the action of A on Q, then the action of B on Q induces
on Q(m) the structure of a B -equivariant Z(m)-bundle over Y . Moreover the
Borel construction Q(m)B is a principal Z(m)-bundle over YB .

Proof This follows from the fact that B is abelian.

If F � Y B is a connected component of the subspace of Y �xed by the action
of B , then we may choose a reduction

mF : B ! T

of the action of B on QjF .

Lemma 3.9 The restriction

mF jA : A! T

is a reduction of the action of A on Y .

Proof The action of A on Q=Y is a section a of (Q�G hom[A;Gc])=Y . The
restriction ajF records the action of A on QjF . The action of B on QjF is a
section b of (QjF �G hom[B;Gc])=F , and with the obvious notation we have

bjA = ajF :

4 Rational cohomology of principal bundles with
compact connected structure group

Let E be an rational even periodic ring spectrum. Let G be a connected
compact Lie group. Let T be a maximal torus of G, with Weyl group W . The
natural isomorphism

�T ⊗ T! T
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induces a W -equivariant isomorphism

�T ⊗ PE = �T ⊗ spE(BT) �= spE(BT )

of formal groups over SE . Moreover [4] the natural map

spE(BT )=W ! spE(BG)

is an isomorphism. We shall repeatedly use the resulting isomorphism

spE(BG) �= ( �T ⊗ PE)=W:

For example, a principal G-bundle Q over X is classi�ed by a map

X
Q−! BG

whose e�ect in E -theory

spE(X)
spE(Q)−−−−−! ( �T ⊗ PE)=W (4.1)

is a spE(X)-valued point of ( �T ⊗ PE)=W .

4.1 Periodic cohomology of circle-equivariant principal bundles

We interpret the analysis of section 3 in E -theory. Suppose that G is a con-
nected compact Lie group, and that Q is a T-equivariant principal G-bundle
over a connected T-space Y . Suppose that a closed subgroup A of the circle
acts trivially on Y . Suppose that

m : A! T

is a reduction of the action of A on Q=Y with connected centralizer Z(m).

Applying E -cohomology to the diagram (3.2) yields

�T ⊗ PE=W (m)

��

spE(Y )
spE(Q)

//

spE(Q(m))
77
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

�T ⊗ PE=W

The multiplication
BT �BT ! BT

induces the addition map

( �T ⊗ PE)� ( �T ⊗ PE) +−! �T ⊗ PE
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whose restriction to

( �T ⊗ PE)W (m) � ( �T ⊗ PE) +−! �T ⊗ PE
factors to give a translation map

( �T ⊗ PE)W (m) � ( �T ⊗ PE)=W (m) +−! ( �T ⊗ PE)=W (m):

In E cohomology, Lemma 3.4 implies the following result. It is used in the case
A = T to construct the commutative diagram (8.2) and so prove Lemma 8.4.
It is also implies the commutativity of the diagram (10.6), which captures the
essence of the \transfer formula" of Bott-Taubes [7]; see Remark 10.7.

Lemma 4.2 The diagram

spE(BA)� spE(BZ(m)) // ( �T ⊗ PE)W (m) � ( �T ⊗ PE)=W (m)

+
��

spE(BA)� spE(Y )

spE(BA)�spE(Q(m))

OO

spE(Q(m)A)
//

��

( �T ⊗ PE)=W (m)

spE(YT)
spE(Q(m)T)

33ggggggggggggggggggggggg

commutes.

4.2 Holomorphic characteristic classes

Let f be a W -invariant holomorphic function on �T ⊗ Gan
a . By the splitting

principle, the Taylor expansion of f at the origin de�nes a class in HP (BG).
Suppose that Q is a principal G-bundle over X , with the property that QT is
a principal G-bundle over XT . Then we get a class

f(QT) 2 HP (XT):

The following result is due to Rosu.

Lemma 4.3 The class f(QT) is in fact an element of H(X;A1
an). Similarly,

if f 2 (O �T⊗Gan
a

)
0
, then

f(QT) 2 H(X)0:

Proof Proposition A.6 of [19] proves this result in the case that G = U(n)
and

f(z) =
Y
j

g(zj);
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where g 2 OA1
an;0

and z = (z1; : : : ; zn) 2 Anan
�= �T ⊗ Gan

a . The same argument
works in the indicated generality.

An important example of a holomorphic characteristic class is the Euler class
associated to a \multiplicative analytic orientation". A power series

f(z) = z + higher terms 2 HP (BT) �= C[[z]]

satisfying
f(−z) = −f(z)

determines a multiplicative orientation (map of homotopy commutative ring
spectra)

� : MSO ! HP;

characterized by the property that if

V = L1 + � � �+ Ld

is a sum of complex line bundles, then its Euler class is

e�(V ) =
Y
j

f(c1Lj):

If V is an oriented vector bundle, we write �(V ) 2 HP (V ) = HP (XV ) for the
resulting Thom class. It is multiplicative in the sense that

�(V �W ) = �(V ) ^ �(W ) (4.4)

under the isomorphism

(X � Y )V�W �= XV ^ Y W :

De�nition 4.5 The orientation � is analytic if f is contained in the subring
OA1

an;0
� C[[z]] of germs of holomorphic functions at 0; equivalently, if there

is a neighborhood U of 0 in C on which the power series f converges to a
holomorphic function.

Lemma 4.3 implies the following.

Corollary 4.6 [19] If � is analytic and V is an oriented T-vector bundle
over a compact T-space X , then the Euler class e� associated to � satis�es

e�(VT) 2 H(X)0:
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If � denotes the standard Thom isomorphism, then

�(VT) =
e�(VT)
e�(VT)

�(VT);

and the ratio of Euler classes is a unit in H(X)0: Of course multiplication by
�(VT) induces an isomorphism

H(XT) �= H(VT);

and so we have the following.

Corollary 4.7 There is a neighborhood U of the origin in A1
an such that

�(VT) 2 H(V ;U);

and such that multiplication by this class induces an isomorphism of sheaves

H(X)jU
�−!�= H(V )jU :

In other words, for every open set U 0 � U , multiplication by �(VT) induces an
isomorphism

H(X;U 0)
�−!�= H(V ;U 0):

Example 4.8 For example, let � = �(u; q) denote the expression

� = (u
1
2 − u− 1

2 )
Y
n�1

(1− qnu)(1 − qnu−1)
(1− qn)2

: (4.9)

This may be considered as an element of Z[[q]][u�
1
2 ] which is a holomorphic

function of (u
1
2 ; q) 2 C� �D , where D = fq 2 Cj0 < jqj < 1g. Let H = f� 2

Cj=� > 0g be the open upper half plane. We may consider � as a holomorphic
function of (z; �) 2 A1

an � H by

ur = erz

qr = e2�ir�
(4.10)

for r 2 Q. It is easy to check using (4.9) that

�(−z) = −�(z) (4.11a)

�(z) = z + o(z2) (4.11b)

�(uqn) = (−1)nu−nq−
n2

2 �(u): (4.11c)

The equations (4.11) imply that the Taylor expansion of � at the origin de�nes
a multiplicative analytic orientation

MSO
�−! HP: (4.12)
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De�nition 4.13 If V is an oriented vector bundle, we write �(V ) for the
Thom class associated to the orientation (4.12), and �(V ) for the associated
Euler class.

In [2, section 2.7] it is shown that � is the sigma orientation associated to the
elliptic curve C : that is, the diagram

MSO
�

// HP

MUh6i

OO

�(HP;C;}̂−1)

::
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

commutes.

5 Degree-four characteristic classes and theta func-

tions

5.1 Degree-four characteristic classes

If G is a connected compact Lie group, then by the splitting principle the
natural maps

H2(BG;Z)! H2(BT;Z)W �= T̂W

H4(BG;Z)! H4(BT;Z)W �= (S2T̂ )W �= hom(Γ2
�T ;Z)W

(5.1)

are rational isomorphisms. Here, if M is an abelian group, then S2M and Γ2M
denote degree-two parts of the symmetric and divided power algebras on M .

Without rationalizing, a degree-four characteristic class � 2 H4(BG;Z) gives
rise to a homomorphism

Γ2
�T I−! Z:

We shall abuse notation and also write I for the bilinear map

�T � �T
γ1�γ1−−−−! Γ2

�T I−! Z: (5.2)

We shall say that the characteristic class � is positive de�nite if the pairing I
is so. We also write � for the quadratic function given by the composition

Γ2
�T

I
// Z

�T

γ2

OO

�

>>
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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(If A and B are abelian groups, then a function

f : A! B

is quadratic if

0 = f(0)
0 = f(x+ y + z)− f(x+ y)− f(x+ z)− f(y + z) + f(x) + f(y) + f(z)

f(−x) = f(x):

The function
A

γ2−! Γ2A

is the universal quadratic function out of A).

From the de�nitions it follows that
�(a+ b) = �(a) + I(a; b) + �(b)

�(na) = n2�(a)
�(wa) = �(a)

I(wa;wb) = I(a; b)

(5.3)

for a; b 2 �T , n 2 Z, and w 2W .

There are a variety of ways to express the relationship between the characteristic
class � and the map I . For example, suppose that Q0 and Q1 are two principal
G-bundles over X , given as maps

X
Qi−! BT:

Then we get a new principal G-bundle as the composition

X
�−! X �X Q0�Q1−−−−! BT �BT �−! BT:

The e�ect of Qi in cohomology

spHZ(X)
spHZ((Qi))−−−−−−−! spHZ(BT ) �= �T ⊗Ga:

is an spHZ(X)-valued point of �T ⊗Ga . Equation (5.3) implies that

�(�(Q0 �Q1)�) = �(Q0) + I(spHZ((Q0)); spHZ((Q1))) + �(Q1);

where we have extended I to a bilinear map

( �T ⊗Ga)� ( �T ⊗Ga)! Ga:

As another example, suppose that A � T is a closed subgroup with character
group Z=nZ (n � 0), and suppose that m : A! T is a homomorphism. If

m;m0 2 hom(T; T ) = �T
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satisfy
mjA = m0jA = m;

then
m0 = m+ n�

for some � 2 �T , and equation (5.3) implies that

�(m0) � �(m) mod n

We write �(m) for the class of �(m) in Z=n. If z is the chosen generator of
HZ2BT, write also z for the induced generator of HZ�BA �= (Z=nZ)[z]. With
these conventions

(Bm)�� = �(m)z2: (5.4)

We write Î for the map
Î : �T ! T̂

which is the adjoint of (5.2). Note that we have

Î(wa)(wb) = I(wa;wb) = I(a; b) = Î(a)(b):

It follows that if a 2 �TW then

Î(a) 2 T̂W ! H2(BG;Q):

de�nes a rational characteristic class of principal G-bundles, which we also
denote Î(a).

Now suppose that Q is a T-equivariant principal G-bundle over a connected
trivial T-space Y , so in particular QT is a principal G-bundle over YT =
BT � Y . Let m 2 �T be a reduction of the action of T on Q=Y . Then Q(m)
is a principal Z(m)-bundle over Y , and we have the following.

Lemma 5.5 In H4(YT;Q) = H4(BT� Y;Q) we have

�(QT) = �(m)z2 + Î(m)(Q(m))z + �(Q):

Proof By the splitting principle, we may suppose that we have a factorization

BT

��

Y

Q
<<
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Q
// BG:

Lemma 3.4 implies that the map

BT� Y Bm�Q−−−−! BT �BT �−! BT
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classi�es QT . It follows that

�(QT) = �(spHQ(�(Bm�Q)))
= �(Bm) + I(spHQ((Bm)); spHQ(Q)) + �(Q)

= �(m)z2 + Î(m)(Q)z + �(Q):

Example 5.6 Let TSO(2d)
�= Td be the standard maximal torus in SO(2d)

(the image under the map U(d) ! SO(2d) of the torus of diagonal matrices),
and let T be its preimage in Spin(2d). If m = (m1; : : : ;md) 2 Zd �= (TSO(2d))_ ,
then there is a lift in the diagram

T

��

T m
//

;;
x

x

x

x

x

TSO(2d)

precisely when
P
mi is even, that is

�T �= f(m1; : : : ;md) 2 Zdj
X

mi eveng:
The function

�(m1; : : : ;md) =
1
2

X
m2
i (5.7)

therefore de�nes a quadratic map

� : �T ! Z
with associated bilinear form

I(m;m0) =
X

mim
0
i:

It is not hard to check using (5.7) that it is the quadratic form associated to
c2 2 HZ4(BSpin(2d)).

Now suppose that
V = L1 � � � � � Ld

is a T-equivariant Spin(2d) bundle, written as a sum of T-equivariant complex
line bundles, over a trivial T-space Y . Let xi = c1Li , and suppose that T acts
on Li by the character mi . In order that VT be a spin bundle, we must have

0 = w2(VT) =
X
i

(miz + xi) (mod 2):

In that case, Lemma 5.5 says that

c2(VT) =
�

1
2

X
m2
i

�
z2 + (

X
mixi)z + c2V

in H4(Y �BT).
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5.2 Theta functions

Recall from section 2.3 that q = e2�i� , � = 2�iZ + 2�i�Z, and that C is the
elliptic curve

C = Gan
a =� �= Gan

m =q
Z

Following [16], we de�ne a line bundle over �T ⊗ C by the formula

L = L(�) def=
( �T ⊗Gan

m )� C
(u; �) � (uqm; uÎ(m)q�(m)�)

: (5.8)

for m 2 �T .

Remark 5.9 The identity map of ( �T ⊗ Gan
m ) � C induces for w 2 W an

isomorphism of line bundles
L �= w�L

over �T ⊗ C , which is certainly compatible with the multiplication in W , so L
descends to a line bundle A(�) on ( �T ⊗ C)=W .

A theta function for G of level � is a W -invariant holomorphic section of L(�),
and so a section of A(�).

De�nition 5.10 A theta function for G of level � is a function

� =
X

n>>−1
an(u)qn 2 (Z[T̂ ])((q)) (5.11)

which for u = ez and q = e2�i� is a holomorphic function of (z; �) 2 �T⊗A1
an�H,

and which satis�es

�(uqm) = u−Î(m)q−�(m)�(u) (5.12a)
�(uw) = �(u) (5.12b)

for m 2 �T and w 2 W , where � and I are the quadratic form and bilinear
map associated to the characteristic class � .

Remark 5.13 Lemma 4.3 implies that a theta function for G gives a holo-
morphic characteristic class for principal G-bundles.

Remark 5.14 There is a good deal of redundancy in the de�nition. Looijenga
studies formal series of the form (5.11) which transform according to (5.12).
One has to be careful to identify a group formal series which is closed under the
operations implied by (5.12). If � is positive de�nite, then every such formal
theta function de�nes a holomorphic function of (z; �) (see [16]).
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5.3 The sigma function and representations of LSpin(2d)

If G is a simple and simply connected Lie group, then there is a unique generator
� of H4(BG;Z) �= Z such that the associated pairing I is positive de�nite. If
V is a representation of LG of level k in the sense of [17], then its character
� is a theta function for G of level k� [14]. The most important example for
us is the representation of LSpin(2d) whose character is the Euler class of the
sigma orientation (4.13); it is a theta function associated to the characteristic
class c2 of Spin(2d).

It is useful to be more explicit about this Euler class. As in Example 5.6, let
TSO(2d) be the image under the map U(d) ! SO(2d) of the torus of diagonal
matrices. For u = (u1; : : : ; ud) 2 T write

�d(u) =
dY
i=1

�(ui): (5.15)

The product expression (5.15) and the fact (4.11a) that � is odd imply that
�d(uw) = �d(u) for w 2 W , and so �d is a W -invariant function on �T ⊗
Gan
a (with zeroes precisely at the points �T ⊗ �). By Lemma 4.3 it de�nes a

holomorphic characteristic class for oriented vector bundles of rank 2d. If V is
such a vector bundle, then �(V ) = �d(V ):

The fractional powers of u in the expression (4.9) for � prevent �d from being
a theta function for SO(2d), but if G = Spin(2d) then the formula

�d(u) = (−1)d(
Y
i

ui)
1
2

Y
i

0@(1− ui)
Y
n�1

(1− qnui)(1 − qnu−1
i )

(1− qn)2

1A
shows that �d 2 (Z[T̂ ])[[q]]. The formula (4.11c) implies that, if I and � are
the pairing and quadratic form associated to the generator c2 2 H4(BG;Z) as
in Example 5.6, then

�d(uqm) = u−Î(m)q−�(m)�d(u);

so �d is a theta function for Spin(2d) of level c2 . Up to the factor
Q
n(1−qn)2d ,

it is the character of an irreducible representation of LSpin(2d) of level 1
[14, 17, 15].

5.4 A useful holomorphic characteristic class

Suppose that Q is a T-equivariant principal G-bundle over a connected T-space
Y . Suppose that T[n] � T acts trivially on Y . Let

m : T[n]! T
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be a reduction of the action of T[n] on Q=Y .

Let � 2 H4(BG;Z) be a positive de�nite class, with associated quadratic form
� and bilinear map I . Let � be a theta function of level � for G (De�nition
5.10). Recall that

C = Gan
a =(2�iZ + 2�i�Z);

and let a be a point of C of order n. Choose a point �a 2 Gan
a such that

}(�a) = a.

We are going to de�ne a holomorphic function

F = F (�;m; a) 2 O( �T ⊗Gan
a )W (m);

and so a holomorphic characteristic class of principal Z(m)-bundles (see section
4.2). To give a formula for F it is convenient to de�ne

� = e2�i�a;

and recall (2.1) that we have set

qr = e2�ir�

ur = erz

for r 2 Q.

Since na = 0 in C , there are unique integers ‘ and k such that

n�a = 2�i‘+ 2�i�k:

We choose an extension �m making the diagram

T �m
//____ T

T[n]
OO

OO

m

==
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

commute. With these choices, the formula for F is

F (z) = u
k
n
Î(m)�

k
n
�(m)�(u�m): (5.16)

Remark 5.17 The factors preceding the � are closely related to the line bundle
V 1
n which appears in [7] and [1].

Lemma 5.18 F is independent of the choice of lift m.
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Proof Let m0 be another choice. Let F 0 be the function de�ned using m0 .
Since m0 and m both restrict to m on A, there is a � 2 �T such that

m0 = m+ n�:

We have

F 0(z) = u
k
n
Î(m0)�

k
n
�(m0)�(u�m

0
)

= u
k
n
Î(m+n�)�

k
n
�(m+n�)�(u�mqk�)

= u
k
n
Î(m)ukÎ(�)�

k
n
�(m)�kI(m;�)qk

2�(�)u−kÎ(�)�−kI(�;m)q−k
2�(�)�(u�m)

= F (z):

Lemma 5.19 F is invariant under W (m).

Proof Suppose w 2W (m). We have

wm = m

so
m = wm + n�

for some � 2 �T . The proof is now similar to the proof of Lemma 5.18.

The dependence of F (�;m; �a) on the lift a can be calculated as follows. Let a0

be another lift. Then
a0 = �a+ �

for some � 2 2�iZ+ 2�i�Z, so letting

� = ea
0

we have
� = �q�

for some � 2 Z. Thus
�n = qk

0

with k0 = k + n� , and so the quantity

w(a; q
1
n ) def= �−1q

k
n = �−1q

k0
n

is an nth root of unity which is independent of the choice of lift of a; in fact it
is the Weil pairing of a and q

1
n in the curve C . Because it is an nth root of

unity, the quantity
w(a; q

1
n )�(m) def= w(a; q

1
n )�(m)

is independent of the lift m of m. Using the functional equation for � (5.12)
it is straightforward to check the following.
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Lemma 5.20
F (�;m; a0) = w(a; q

1
n )��(m)F (�;m; a):

Lemma 5.19 implies that the Taylor series expansion of F (�;m; a) de�nes a
class in Ĥ(BZ(m)) = Ĥ(BT )W (m) , which we also denote F (�;m; a). Let
�(Q;m; a) 2 H(Y ;A1

an) be the holomorphic cohomology class given by the
formula

�(Q;m; a) = Q(m)�TF (�;m; a) (5.21)

(using Lemma 4.3 to conclude that the class �(Q;m; a) is in fact holomorphic).

Lemma 5.22 If the centralizer Z(m) is connected, for example if G is unitary
or spin, then the class �(Q;m; a) is independent of the reduction m of the action
of T[n] on Q=Y .

Proof Let m0 be another reduction of the action of T[n] on Q=Y . By Lemma
3.6, there is an element w 2W such that

m0 = wm:

If m : T ! T is a lift of m, then wm is a lift of m0 . Using this lift to de�ne
F (�;m0; a), we have

w�F (�;m0; a)(z) = F (�;m0; a)(w(z))

= (uw)
k
n
Î(wm)�

k
n
�(wm)�(uw�wm)

= u
k
n
Î(m)�

k
n
�(m)�(u�m)

= F (�;m; a)(z):

Since the diagram

YT
Q(m)T

//

Q(m0)T ##G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

BZ(m)

w

��

BZ(m0)

commutes, we have

�(Q;m0; a) = Q(m0)�TF (�;m0; a)
= Q(m)�Tw

�F (�;m0; a)
= Q(m)�TF (�;m; a)
= �(Q;m; a):

The results of this section justify the following.
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De�nition 5.23 Suppose that Q is a T-equivariant principal G-bundle over
a connected T-space Y on which T[n] acts trivially. Suppose that for some
(equivalently every) reduction

m : T[n]! T

of the action of T[n] on Q=Y , the centralizer Z(m) is connected. Let C be the
elliptic curve Gan

a =2�iZ+ 2�i�Z. Let a be a point of C of order n. Let � be a
theta function for G of level � , and let a be a point of A1

an whose image in C
is a. We de�ne �(Q; a) 2 H(Y ;A1

an) to be the holomorphic cohomology class

�(Q; a) = �(Q;m; a); (5.24)

in particular this class does not depend on the choice of m.

Lemma 5.25 If a0 = a+ 2�is + 2�i�� is another lift of a, then

�(Q; a0) = w(a; q
1
n )��(m)�(Q; a); (5.26)

again this class does not depend on the choice of m.

An important case of the preceding constructions is that G = Spin(2d), and
�d is the character of the basic representation of LG as in section 5.3. Let
p : G ! SO(2d) be standard the double cover. Let P=Y be the resulting T-
equivariant SO(2d)-bundle over Y , and let V be the associated vector bundle.
We recall from [7] that Lemma 3.7 implies that the sub-vector bundle V T[n] is
orientable. Explicitly, if m is a reduction of the action of T[n] on Q=Y , then
pm is a reduction of the action of T[n] on P=Y . If V T[n] has rank 2k , then
the map

Y −! BO(2k)

classifying V T[n] factors through the map Y ! BZ(pm) classifying P (pm),
and we have the solid diagram

BZ(m)

Bp

��

//_______ BSO(2k)

��

Y

Q(m)

ddH
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

V T[n]

$$I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

P (pm)
zzvv
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

BZ(pm) // BO(2k)

Since (by Lemma 3.7) the centralizer Z(m) is connected, there is a dotted arrow
making the diagram commute. In other words, V T[n] is orientable, and a choice
of orientation �(V T[n]) determines a map

f : BZ(m)! BSO(k)
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such that fQ(m) classi�es (V T[n]; �(V T[n])). In other words, Lemma 3.7 implies
the following result (as I learned from [7]).

Lemma 5.27 If V is a T-equivariant Spin(2d)-vector bundle, then it is T-
orientable.

Let �k 2 Ĥ(BSO(2k)) be the characteristic class associated to the sigma func-
tion as in section 5.3. We then have two W (m)-invariant holomorphic functions
on �T ⊗Gan

a . One is f��k , and the other is F (�;m; a).

Lemma 5.28 The ratio

R =
f��k

F (�d;m; a)
is a W (m)-invariant unit of (O �T⊗Gan

a
)
0
.

Proof The poles of R occur at zeroes of F: Using the standard maximal torus
of SO(2d) we may write a typical element of �T ⊗Gan

m as

(u1; : : : ; ud) 2 (Gan
m )d �= �T ⊗Gan

m :

In these terms, a lift m of m is of the form

um = (um1 ; : : : ; umd)

for some integers m1; : : : ;md . We have

F (�d;m; a) = u
k
n
Î(m)�

k
n
�(m)

dY
j=1

�(uj�mj ):

The product of sigma functions contributes a zero near z = 0 if and only if
mja = 0 in C . Let j1; : : : ; jk 2 f1; : : : ; dg be the indices such that mjia = 0 in
C ; then

f��k =
kY
i=1

�(uji�
mji ):

So the zeroes of f��k precisely cancel those of F (�d;m; a).

Lemmas 4.3 and 5.28 together imply that R de�nes a holomorphic characteristic
class for Z(m)-bundles.

Corollary 5.29 The holomorphic characteristic class

R(V; V T[n]; �(V T[n]); a) def= Q(m)�TR 2 (H(Y )0)�

is independent of the reduction m, and satis�es

e�(V T[n]
T ; �(V T[n])) = R(V; V T[n]; �(V T[n]); a)�(V; a):
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6 Equivariant elliptic cohomology

6.1 Adapted open cover of an elliptic curve

If X is a T-space and if a is a point of C , then we de�ne

Xa =

(
XT[k] a is of order exactly k in C

XT otherwise:

Let N � 1 be an integer.

De�nition 6.1 A point a 2 C is special for X if Xa 6= XT .

If V is a T-bundle over a T-space X , then it is convenient to consider a few
additional points to be special. Suppose that F is a component of XT and

m : T! T

is a reduction of the action of T on the principal bundle associated to V . If we
choose an isomorphism

�T �= Zr;
then we may view m as an array of integers (m1;m2; : : : ;mr). These integers
are called the exponents or rotation numbers of V at F . Let V + denote the
one-point compacti�cation of V .

De�nition 6.2 A point a in C is special for V if it is special for V + or if
for some component F of XT there is a rotation number mj of V such that
mja = 0.

In either case, if X is a �nite T-CW complex, then the set of special points is
a �nite subset of the torsion subgroup of C .

De�nition 6.3 An indexed open cover fUaga2C of C is adapted to X or V
if it satis�es the following.

1) a is contained in Ua for all a 2 C .
2) If a is special and a 6= b, then a 62 Ua \ Ub .
3) If a and b are both special and a 6= b, then the intersection Ua \ Ub is

empty.
4) If b is ordinary, then Ua \ Ub is non-empty for at most one special a.
5) Each Ua is small (2.2).

Lemma 6.4 Let X be a �nite T-CW complex. Then C has an adapted open
cover, and any two adapted open covers have a common re�nement.
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6.2 Complex elliptic cohomology

Let
Ê

def= (HP;C; b}−1) = (HP;C; log!)

be the elliptic spectrum associated to the elliptic curve C (see (2.10)). Note
that this is just a form of ordinary cohomology. The hat in the notation in-
dicates that this is a completion of the associated holomorphic cohomology.
Namely, suppose that U � C is a small open neighborhood of the identity in
C . Suppose that V � A1

an is the component of }−1U containing the origin.
Let spE(XT)jU = (U;E(XT)jU ) be the ringed space de�ned as the pull-back in
the diagram

spE(XT)jU //

��

spH(X)jV

��

U
(}jV )−1

// V:

(6.5)

The diagram (2.9) shows that sp Ê(XT) and spE(XT)jU are related by the
formula

sp Ê(XT) �= (spE(XT)jU )^0 :

6.3 Equivariant elliptic cohomology

Grojnowski’s circle-equivariant extension of Ê is a contravariant functor asso-
ciating to a compact T-manifold X a Z=2-graded OC -algebra ET(X), with
the property that

ET(�) = OC :
It is equipped with a natural isomorphism

Ê(XT)
A(X)−−−!�= (ET(X))^0 ; (6.6)

such that
A(�) = log! : (OC)^0 �= Ê(BT):

We shall write spET(X) for the ringed space (C;ET(X)) (see (2.5)). We take
this opportunity to phrase the account in [1] of the construction of ET(X) as
the construction of a covariant functor

X 7! spET(X)

from �nite T-CW complexes to ringed spaces (2.5) over C , equipped with an
identi�cation

spET(�) = C
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and a natural isomorphism of formal schemes

sp Ê(XT)
A(X)−−−!�= (spET(X))^0

such that
A(�) = log! : PÊ = bGa �= bC:

If X = (X;OX ) is a ringed space and U is an open set of X , then we may
write X (U) in place of OX(U).

Let fUaga2C be an adapted open cover of C . For each a 2 C , we make a ringed
space spET;a(X) = (Ua; ET;a(X)) over Ua as the pull back in the diagram

spET;a(X) //

��

spE(XT)jUa−a

��

// spH(X)jV

��

Ua
�−a

// Ua − a
(}jV )−1

// V:

(6.7)

As in (6.5), V is the component of }−1(Ua− a) containing the origin. In other
words, let Va � }−1(Ua) be the component containing the origin. For U � Ua
let V = Va \ }−1(U − a), and let

ET;a(X)(U) = H(Xa;V );

considered as an OC(U)-algebra via the isomorphism

U
�−a−−! U − a (}jV )−1

−−−−−! V:

If a 6= b and Ua \ Ub is not empty, then by the de�nition (6.3) of an adapted
cover, at least one of Ua and Ub , suppose Ub , contains no special point. In
particular we have Xb = XT and so an isomorphism

spE(Xb
T)jU �= spE(Xb)� U

i.e.

E(Xb
T) ⊗
C[z]
OU �= E(Xb)⊗

C
OU

for any small neighborhood U of the origin.

Lemma 6.8 If a 6= b, U � Ua \ Ub , and b is not special, then the inclusion

i : Xb −! Xa

induces an isomorphism

spE(Xb
T)jU−a �= spE(Xa

T)jU−a:
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Proof If a is not special, then Xa = Xb and the result is obvious. If a is
special, then it is not contained in U (by the de�nition of an adapted cover),
and so 0 is not contained in U − a. The localization theorem (2.7) gives the
result.

Let U = Ua \ Ub . We de�ne

 ab =  Xab : spET;a(X)jU
�=−! spET;b(X)jU

as the arrow making the diagram

spET;a(X)jU

$$J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

//

 ab

��

spE(Xa
T)jU−a

��

spE(Xb
T)jU−a

uull
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
l

�=
oo

�=
��

U
�−a

// U − a sp Ê(Xb)� (U − a)oo

U
�−b

// U − b

�b−a

OO

sp Ê(Xb)� (U − b)oo

sp Ê(Xb)��b−a

OO

spET;b(X)jU //

::
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

spE(Xb
T)jU−b

OOiiRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

(6.9)

commute. The cocycle condition

 bc ab =  ac

needs to be checked only when two of a; b; c are not special; and in that case it
follows easily from the equation

�c−b�b−a = �c−a:

We shall write spET(X) for the ringed space over C , and ET(X) for its struc-
ture sheaf. One then has the following ([11]; for a published account see [19]).

Proposition 6.10 spET(X) is a ringed space over C , which is independent
up to canonical isomorphism of the choice of adapted open cover.

7 Equivariant elliptic cohomology of Thom spaces

Suppose that V is a T-equivariant vector bundle over X , and let V0 be the
complement of the zero section of V . We abbreviate as

ET(V ) = ET(V; V0) (7.1)
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the ET(X)-module associated to the reduced ET -cohomology of the Thom
space of V . Explicitly, for each point a 2 C we de�ne a sheaf ET;a(V ) of
ET;a(X)-modules as the pull-back

ET;a(V ) //

��

E(V a
T )jUa−a

��

Ua // Ua − a:

(7.2)

For a special and b not with Ua \ Ub non-empty, the isomorphism

 Vab : ET;a(V )jUa\Ub �= ET;b(V )jUa\Ub
is given by

E(V a
T )jUab−a(U − a) −!�= E(V b

T )jUab−a(U − a) �= E(V b)⊗
C
O(U − a)

��b−a−−−!

E(V b)⊗
C
O(U − b) �= E(V b

T )jUab−b(U − b);

where Uab = Ua \ Ub; U denotes an open subset of Uab , and we have omitted
a pullback (7.2) at either end.

De�nition 7.3 The vector bundle V is T-orientable if for each closed sub-
group A � T, the �xed bundle V A over XA is orientable. A T-orientation �
on V is a choice �(V A) of orientation on V A for each A.

Lemma 7.4 If V is a T-orientable vector bundle over X , then ET(V ) is a
line bundle over spET(X), that is, ET(V ) is an invertible ET(X)-module.

Proof If V is T-orientable, then the Thom isomorphism in ordinary cohomol-
ogy implies that each ET;a(V ) is an invertible ET;a(X)-module.

We recall from [19, 1] the construction of an explicit cocycle for this line bundle.
Let � be a multiplicative analytic orientation (4.5), and let � be a T-orientation
on V .

De�nition 7.5 An indexed open cover fUaga2C of C is adapted to (V; �; �)
if it is adapted to V (see De�nition 6.3), and if for every point a 2 C , the
equivariant Thom class �(V a

T ; �) induces an isomorphism

H(X;Ua − a)
�−!�= H(V a;Ua − a):
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Corollary 4.7 implies that C has an indexed open cover adapted to (V; �; �).
Choose such a cover. Suppose that a; b are two points of C , such that U =
Ua \ Ub is non-empty: we may suppose that a = b or that b is not special.
Consider the case that b is not special. Let Ua � A1

an be the component of the
preimage of Ua − a containing the origin, and let

}jUa : Ua ! Ua − a

be the induced isomorphism. Let U � Ua be the preimage of U . Let

j : (V b; V b
0 )! (V a; V a

0 )

be the natural map. The Localization Theorem (Theorem 2.7) implies that the
ratio of Euler classes

e�(V a; V b; �) def=
j��((V a)T; �(V a))
�((V b)T; �(V b))

is a unit of H(XT;U).

Recall that there are tautological isomorphisms

ET;a(X)(U)
��a−!�= E(Xa

T)jU−a(U − a)
(}jU )�

−−−−!�= H(Xa;U):

Let
e�(a; b; �) 2 ET;a(X)(U)�

be given by the formula

(}jU )���ae�(a; b; �) = e�(V a; V b; �): (7.6)

Note that e�(a; b; �) = 1 if neither a nor b is special; we also set

e�(a; a; �) = 1

for all a. It is easy to check that

 Xbc( 
X
ab(e�(a; b; �))e�(b; c; �)) =  Xace�(a; c; �) (7.7)

if Ua\Ub\Uc is non-empty (since in that case at least two of a; b; c are ordinary).
Thus the e�(a; b) de�ne a cohomology class [�; V; �] 2 H1(C;ET(X)�). Let
ET(X)[�;V;�] be the resulting invertible sheaf of ET(X)-modules over C . By
construction we have the

Proposition 7.8 The Thom isomorphism � induces an isomorphism

ET(V ) �= ET(X)[�;V;�]

of ET(X)-modules.
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In the case of the orientation � associated to the sigma function (4.13), we can
be explicit about the open set on which

�(V a; V b; �) def= e�(V a; V b; �)

is a unit.

Lemma 7.9 Let �B � A1
an be the preimage of the ordinary points of C : that

is, the complement of the (closed) set of points a 2 A1
an such that X}(a) 6= XT

or ma 2 � for m a character of the action of T on V jXT . Then

�(V T[n]; V T; �) 2 H(XT; �B)�:

Proof Let T be the standard maximal torus in SO(2d), giving an isomorphism

�T �= Zd:

The reduction m is then an array or integers m = (m1; : : : ;md). It su�ces to
consider the case that

V jXT �= L1 + � � �+ Ld

is a sum of line bundles, with T acting on Li by the character mi . Let xi =
c1Li . Then

�(V T[n]; V T) =

Q
mj�0 (mod n) �(mjz + xj)Q

mj=0 �(mjz + xj)

=
Y

06=mj�0 (mod n)

�(mjz + xj):

Since the xj are nilpotent, this is a unit in a neighborhood of z provided thatQ
06=mj�0 (mod n) �(mjz) is non-zero. This happens if and only if mjz 2 �.

As mentioned in the introduction, if f W = (V0; V1) is a pair of T-oriented
vector bundles, then we extend the notation (7.1) by de�ning ET(W ) to be the
invertible sheaf

ET(W ) = ET(V0) ⊗
ET(X)

ET(V1)−1

of ET(X)-modules. As in Proposition 7.8, a choice of T-orientation Ω on W
gives rise to a class [�;W;Ω] 2 H1(C;ET(X)�), equipped with a canonical
isomorphism of ET(X)-modules

ET(W ) �= ET(X)[�;W;Ω]: (7.10)
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8 A Thom class

8.1 Equivariant elliptic cohomology of principal bundles

Suppose that Q=X is a T-equivariant principal G-bundle over X , so in partic-
ular QT=XT is a principal G-bundle as well. Applying Ê to the map

XT −! BG

classifying QT=XT induces a map

sp Ê(XT)
sp Ê(QT)−−−−−! �T ⊗ bC=W (8.1)

as in (4.1).

If F is a connected component of XT , and if

m : T! T

is a reduction of the action of T on QjF , then Lemma 4.2 implies that the
diagram

sp Ê(FT)

��

sp Ê(F )� bC
��

sp Ê(QT)
// �T ⊗ C=W

spET(F ) sp Ê(F )� C
sp Ê(Q(m))+m

// �T ⊗ C=W (m)

OO
(8.2)

commutes. It follows that if we de�ne

spET(Q(m)) def= sp Ê(Q(m)) +m;

then we have the commutative solid diagram

sp Ê(F )� bC sp Ê(Q(m)T)
//

''N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N��

��

�T ⊗ bC=W (m)
��

��

wwoo
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

sp Ê(XT)
sp Ê(QT)

//

��

��

�T ⊗ bC=W
��

��

sp Ê(F )� C spET(X)
spET(Q)

//___ �T ⊗ C=W

spET(F )

77
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

spET(Q(m))=sp Ê(Q(m))+m

// �T ⊗ C=W (m)

ggO
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

(8.3)
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In writing this paper, we were guided by the idea (Conjecture 10.1) that there
should be a canonical map spET(Q) making the whole diagram (8.3) commute.
We shall return to that question in section 10, discussing both why such a map
would be a good thing and why it is di�cult to construct. For now we merely
observe that the de�nition of spET(Q(m)) implies the following.

As we have already observed before Lemma 4.2, the addition

( �T ⊗ C)� ( �T ⊗ C)! �T ⊗ C

induces a translation

( �T ⊗C)W (m) � �T ⊗ C=W (m)! �T ⊗ C=W (m);

and so for a 2 C we get an operator

�am : �T ⊗ C=W (m)! �T ⊗ C=W (m):

Lemma 8.4 For a 2 C the diagram

sp Ê(F )� C spET(Q(m))−−−−−−−−! �T ⊗ C=W (m)

sp Ê(F )��a
??y ??y�am

sp Ê(F )� C spET(Q(m))−−−−−−−−! �T ⊗ C=W (m)

commutes.

8.2 The Thom class

Let G be a spinor group, and let G0 be a simple and simply connected compact
Lie group, a unitary group, or indeed any compact connected Lie group with
the property that the centralizer of any element is connected. Let V be a T-
equivariant G-vector bundle over a �nite T-CW complex X , and let V 0 be a
T-equivariant G0 -bundle (by which we mean the vector bundle associated to
a principal G0 bundle via a linear representation of G0 ). Suppose that �0 is a
degree-four characteristic classes for G0 , with the property that

c2(VT) = �0((V 0)T): (8.5)

Suppose �nally that �0 is a theta function for G0 of level �0 . In this section we
prove the following
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Theorem 8.6 A T-orientation � on V determines a canonical global section
γ = γ(V; V 0; �) of ET(V )−1 , such that

γ0 = �0(V 0T)�(VT)−1 (8.7)

under the isomorphism (6.6)

(ET(V )−1)^0 �= Ê(VT)−1 = Ĥ(VT)−1

of Ĥ(XT)-modules. The formation of γ is natural in the sense if f : Z ! X is
a map of �nite T-CW complexes, and

g=f : W=Z ! V=X

g0=f : W 0=Z ! V 0=X

are pull-backs of vector bundles, then under the isomorphism

ET(g=f) : ET(f)�ET(V ) �= ET(W );

we have

ET(f)�γ(V; V 0; �) = γ(W;W 0; g��): (8.8)

Let fUaga2C be an indexed open cover of C adapted to (V;�; �) (De�nition
7.5). By Proposition 7.8, to give a section of ET(V )−1 satisfying (8.7) is equiv-
alent to giving a global section of the sheaf ET(X)−[�;V;�] whose value in

(ET(X)−[�;V;�])
^
0
�= Ĥ(XT)

is �0(V 0T); this is what we shall do. The description of ET(X)−[�;V;�] in section
7 shows that this amounts to giving sections γa 2 ET;a(X)(Ua) for a 2 C , such
that γ0 = �0(V 0T) and

 ab(�(a; b; �)γa) = γb

when a is special and b is ordinary.

Let B � C be the set of ordinary points, and, as in Lemma 7.9, let �B � A1
an

be the preimage of B in A1
an . Lemma 7.9 tells us that the formula

�γB
def= �0(V 0T)jXT

�(V T)
�(VTjXT)

de�nes an element of H(XT; �B).

Lemma 8.9 For � 2 �,

����γB = �γB:
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Proof There is a k such that
qk = e�:

Let Q be the principal G-bundle associated to V , and let Q0 be the principal
bundle associated to G0 . If F is a component of XT , let m : T ! T be a
reduction of the action of T on QjF , and let m0 : T! T 0 be a reduction of the
action of T on Q0jF .

The principal bundle Q(m)=F is classi�ed by a map

F
Q(m)−−−! BZ(m);

in rational cohomology this becomes

spHQ(F )
spHQ(Q(m))−−−−−−−−! spHQ(BZ(m)) �= ( �T ⊗ (bGa)Q)=W (m);

an spHQ(F )-valued point of ( �T ⊗ (bGa)Q)=W (m). Since F has the homotopy
type of a �nite CW-complex, the reduced cohomology of F is nilpotent, and
so we may consider exp(spHQ(Q(m))) as an spHQ(F )-valued point of ( �T ⊗
(Gm)Q)=W (m):

Let

D = exp(spHQ(Q(m))) 2 ( �T ⊗Gm=W (m))(spHQ(F ))

D0 = exp(spHQ(Q0(m0))) 2 ( �T ⊗G0m=W 0(m0))(spHQ(F ))
u = exp(z):

Then
�(VTjF )(z) = �d(Dum) (8.10)

and

����(VT)(z) = �d(Dumqkm)

= (Dum)−kÎ(m)q−k
2�(m)�(VT)(z)

= D−kÎ(m)u−kI(m;m)q−k
2�(m)�(VT)(z):

Similarly

����
0(V 0T)(z) = (D0)−kÎ

0(m0)u−kI
0(m0;m0)q−k

2�0(m0)�0(V 0T)(z):

If c2(V )T = �0(V 0)T , then Lemma 5.5 implies that

DÎ(m) = exp(Î(m)(spHQ(Q(m)))) = exp(Î(m0)(spHQ(Q0(m0)))) = (D0)Î
0(m0)

�(m) = �0(m0)

which gives the result.
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Example 8.11 To illustrate the notation used in the proof, suppose we have
chosen an isomorphism T �= Td and so also �T �= Zd . Then we have

�T ⊗ bGa �= bAd �= spf Z[[x1; : : : ; xd]]:

Suppose that the map F ! BG classifying V jF factors through BT , i.e. that

V jF = L1 � � � � � Ld

is written as a sum of complex line bundles. Then under the resulting map

spHQ(F )! ( �T ⊗ (bGa)Q);

the coordinate function xj pulls back to c1Lj . If T acts on Lj by the character
mj , then equation (8.10) becomes the more familiar equation

�(VTjF )(z) =
Y
j

�(exj+mjz):

Lemma 8.9 says that �γB descends to a function γB on

spE(XT)�B � spE(XT)� C:

For b an ordinary point of C , we de�ne

γb
def= γB jUb 2 O(spE(Xb)� Ub) = ET;b(X)(Ub):

Now suppose that a is a special point. Let a be a preimage of a in A1
an , and

de�ne γa 2 ET;a(X)(Ua) by the formula

γa
def= ��−a((}jW )−1)�(R(V; V a; �(V a); a)�0(V 0; a));

where W � }−1Ua is the component containing the origin (see (6.7)) and R is
the characteristic class de�ned in Corollary 5.29. This is a de�nition in view of
the

Lemma 8.12 The class γa is independent of the lift a.

Proof Suppose that a and a0 are two lifts of a. Let �, B , and � be given by

� = exp(a)
� = exp(a0)

� = �q�:
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Let Y be a component of Xa . Let m be a reduction of the action on T on
QjY , and let m0 be a reduction of the action of T on Q0jY . Lemma 5.25 implies
that

�0(Q0; a0) = w(a; q
1
n )��(m)�0(Q0; a)

R(V; V a; �(V a); a0) = w(a; q
1
n )−��(m0)R(V; V a; �(V a); a):

Equation (5.4) implies that

�(m0) � �(m) mod n

which gives the result.

Lemma 8.13 The various sections γa for a 2 C de�ne a global section of
ET(X)−[�;V ] , whose value in (ET(X)−[�;V ])

^
0 is �0(V 0).

Proof The value at 0 follows from the fact that

R(V; V; 0) = 1;

as is easily checked. To see that the γa assemble into a global section of
ET(X)−[�;V ] , we must show that, if a is a special point of order n and b is
ordinary with U = Ua \ Ub nonempty, then

 ab(�(a; b; �)γab) = γb: (8.14)

Let i : Xb ! Xa be the inclusion. The diagram (6.9) de�ning  ab together
with the equation (7.6) for �(a; b; �) reduces (8.14) to

��b−a

�
�(V a; V b; �)−1i���aγa

�
= ��b γb

or equivalently
�(V a; V b; �)−1i���aγa = ��aγb: (8.15)

Suppose that Y is a component of Xa , and suppose that F is a component of
Xb contained in Y . Let m be a reduction of the action of T on QjF , and let
m0 be a reduction of the action of T on Q0jF . Lemma 5.5 and the equation
c2(VT) = �0((V 0)T) imply that

�(m) = �0(m0) (8.16)

Î(m)(Q(m)) = Î 0(m0)(Q0(m0)):

As in the proof of Lemma 8.9, we let

D = exp(spHQ(Q(m))) 2 ( �T ⊗Gm=W (m))(spHQ(F ))

D0 = exp(spHQ(Q0(m0))) 2 ( �T ⊗G0m=W 0(m0))(spHQ(F ))
u = exp(z);
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and observe that Lemma 5.5 implies that

(Dum)Î(m) = (D0um
0
)Î(m

0): (8.17)

Let a be a preimage of a; let k be the integer such that

na = 2�i‘+ 2�i�k;

and let � = exp(a).

By Lemma 3.9, mjT[n] is a reduction of the action of T[n] on QjY and simi-
larly for m0 . By Corollary 5.29 and Lemma 5.18, we may use m to calculate
R(V; V a; �(V a); a) and m0 to calculate �(V 0T; a). The restriction to F of the left
side of (8.15) becomes

�(V b; �)
�(V a

T ; �)jF
R(V; V a; �; a)jF �0(V 0T; a)jF =�(V b; �)

(D0um
0
)
k
n
Î0(m0)�

k
n
�0(m0)(�

am
0�0)(V 0TjF )

(Dum)
k
n
Î(m)�

k
n
�(m)(�am�)(VTjF )

=
�(V b; �)

(�am�)(VTjF )
(�am0�

0)(V 0TjF )

=��a

�
�(V b; �)
�(VTjF )

�0(V 0TjF )
�

=��aγb:

In the second equation we have equations (8.16) and (8.17). In the third equa-
tion we have used Lemma 8.4 and the fact that �((V b)T) = �(V T) is invariant
under translation.

This completes the construction of the section γ promised in Theorem 8.6. The
naturality (8.8) is straightforward, given the canonical nature of the sections
γa .

9 The sigma orientation

Now suppose that V = (V0; V1) is a pair of T-equivariant spin vector bundles
of even rank over a �nite T-CW complex X , with the property that

c2(VT) = 0:

Recall ([6, 7]; see Lemma 5.27) that each Vi is T-orientable.
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Theorem 9.1 A T-orientation � on V0 and V1 determines a canonical triv-
ialization γ(V ) = γ(V; �) of ET(V ), whose value in ET(V )^0 �= Ĥ((XT)VT) is
�(VT) (see De�nition 4.13). The association V 7! γ(V ) is stable, natural, and
exponential in the sense described in Theorem 1.10.

Proof The proof proceeds much as the proof of Theorem 8.6: to construct
γ(V ) it is equivalent to give a section γ of ET(X)[�;V;�] whose value in

(ET(X)[�;V;�])^0 �= Ĥ(XT)

is 1.

Once again, let B � C be the set of ordinary points, and, as in Lemma 7.9, let
�B � A1

an be the preimage of B in A1
an . Lemma 7.9 tells us that the formula

�γB
def=

�((V0)T)
�(V T0 )

�(V T1 )
�((V1)T)

de�nes an unit in H(XT; �B)� . The same argument as in Lemma 8.9 shows
once again that �γB descends to a function γB on

spE(XT)�B � spE(XT)� C:
For b an ordinary point of C , we de�ne

γb
def= γB jUb 2 O(spE(Xb)� Ub)� = ET;b(X)(Ub)�:

Now suppose that a is a special point. Let a be a preimage of a in A1
an , and

de�ne γa by the formula

(}jW )���aγa
def=

R(V1; V
a

1 ; �(V
a

1 ); a)
R(V0; V a

0 ; �(V
a

0 ); a)
;

where W � }−1(Ua) is the component containing the origin, and R is the char-
acteristic class de�ned in Corollary 5.29. As in Lemma 8.12, γa is independent
of the lift a. In this case, additionally, Corollary 5.29 implies that γa is a unit,
i.e. an element of ET;a(X)(Ua)� .

The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 8.13 shows that the sections γa
for a 2 C assemble into a global section of ET(X)[�;V;�] , which is a trivialization
because it is so on each Ua .

The fact that the section γ(V ) is independent of the choice of Vi , as well as
the fact that γ(V � V 0) = γ(V ) ⊗ γ(V 0) follows from de�nition of γ(V ) and
the equation

�(V � V 0) = �(V )�(V 0):

The naturality under change of base is clear from the construction.
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10 A conceptual construction of the equivariant
sigma orientation

This section is devoted to a discussion of the following elaboration of Conjecture
1.14.

Conjecture 10.1 Equivariant elliptic cohomology ought to have the following
feature. Suppose that Q is a T-equivariant principal G-bundle over a T-space
X . Then there is a canonical map

spET(X)
spET(Q)−−−−−! ( �T ⊗C)=W

making the diagram

sp Ê(XT)
sp Ê(QT)−−−−−! ( �T ⊗ bC)=W??y ??y

spET(X)
spET(Q)−−−−−! ( �T ⊗ C)=W

commute and having all the properties listed in Conjecture 1.14. Moreover, for
all components F of XT and all reductions

m : T! T

of the action of T on QjF , the diagram (8.3) should commute.

10.1 Why the conjecture should be true, and why it is never-
theless di�cult to prove

As explained in the introduction, the conjecture gives an elegant description of
the equivariant sigma orientation, which even illuminates the non-equivariant
case.

Although we have stated a conjecture, it is really a proposal of structure which
should be sought in some equivariant elliptic cohomology theory. How di�-
cult it is to establish the conjecture depends on your ontology. Given a fully
developed theory of equivariant elliptic cohomology as proposed by Ginzburg-
Kapranov-Vasserot, it is not di�cult at least to construct the map spET(Q).

To see this, recall that Ginzburg, Kapranov, and Vasserot have proposed that
equivariant elliptic cohomology for the curve C and the (compact connected
Lie) group G should be a covariant functor

GKVG(− ) : (G{spaces)! (schemes over ( �T ⊗ C)=W ):
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If Q is a T-equivariant principal G-bundle over X , then the (T�G)-equivariant
elliptic cohomology of Q should be a scheme

GKVT�G(Q)! C � ( �T ⊗ C=W )

over both C (via the T-action) and �T ⊗C=W (via the G-action). Now G acts
freely on Q with quotient X , so one expects that

GKVT�G(Q) �= GKVT(X):

Combining these observations leads to the prediction that a T-equivariant prin-
cipal G-bundle over X should give rise to the map

GKVT(X)
GKVT(Q)−−−−−−! ( �T ⊗ C)=W:

There are two problems with this proposal. First, we have in this paper de-
scribed only T-equivariant elliptic cohomology. It may not be di�cult to resolve
this problem: it is not so di�cult to imagine an analogous construction of G-
equivariant elliptic cohomology, and indeed Grojnowski does so in [11]. That
leaves the second problem, that the underlying space of Grojnowski’s functor
is always C : if

� : GKVT(X)! C

is the structural map associated to an elliptic cohomology which is proposed
by Ginzburg-Kapranov-Vasserot, then we have worked in this paper with the
sheaf

ET(X) = ��OGKVT(X):

To see why this is a problem, note that in order to construct a map

spET(Q) : spET(X)! �T ⊗ C=W

we must in particular construct a map of topological spaces

C ! ( �T ⊗ C)=W: (10.2)

If XT is non-empty, then spET(XT ) = XT � C , and for each connected com-
ponent F of XT , a reduction of the action of T on QjF gives a map

m : C ! �T ⊗ C

and so one has a place to start. But it is perfectly possible that XT is empty,
and then it is not clear how to proceed. For example, since

sp Ê((B(Z=N))) �= bC[N ];

one expects that

GKVT(T=T[N ]) �= GKVT[N ](�) �= C[N ]:
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We shall cite three facts to support our conjecture. First, if F � XT is a
component of the �xed set, and if

m : T! T

is a reduction of the action of T on F , then using the map of diagram (8.3)

spET(Q(m)) = sp Ê(Q(m)) +m : spET(F )! �T ⊗ C=W (m)! �T ⊗ C=W;

it is easy to check that

A(V )jspET(XT)
�= A(V 0)jspET(XT)

when
c2(VT) �= c2(V 0T) :

this is the content of the proof of Lemma 8.9.

Second, the isomorphism
ET(V ) �= I(V )

of the conjecture corresponds to the fact that the sigma function gives a trivi-
alization of ET(V ) in Theorem 9.1.

Finally, we construct a map E(Q) for a stylized functor E , which is not quite
Grojnowski’s elliptic cohomology, but captures its behavior on stalks. We sim-
ply throw away the points of C for which we have no instructions for con-
structing a map (10.2). The functor E is inspired by the rational T-equivariant
elliptic spectra of Greenlees [10] and by Hopkins’s study of characters and el-
liptic cohomology [12].

Recall that R denotes the category of ringed spaces. Let S be the category in
which the objects are ringed spaces (X;OX ), and in which a map

f = (f1; f2) : (X;OX )! (Y;OY )

is a map of spaces
f1 : X ! Y

and a map of sheaves of algebras over X

f2 : OX ! f−1
1 OY :

Let Sub(T) be the category of closed subgroups of T with morphisms given by
inclusions. We shall de�ne E to be a functor

E : (T-spaces)! SSub(T)

from T-spaces to the category of Sub(T)-diagrams in S .
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Let X be a T-space. The ringed space E(X)(T) is just

E(X)(T) = spE(XT)� C
(which is empty if XT is). If T[N ] � T is a �nite subgroup and XT[n] is empty,
then

E(X)(T[N ]) = ;:
Otherwise,

E(X)(T[N ]) = C[N ];

with structure sheaf j−1ET(X), where j denotes the inclusion

j : C[N ]! C:

Explicitly, for U � C[N ], E(X)(T[N ])(U) is the product

E(X)(T[N ])(U) =
Y
a2U

ET(X)a =
Y
a2U

ET(XA)a;

over a 2 U of the stalks of Grojnowski’s elliptic cohomology. For A = T[N ] � B
with XB empty, the map

E(X)(A) ! E(X)(B)

is trivial; otherwise it is induced by the map of sheaves of algebras over C

ET((XA))! ET((XB))

by restriction to C[N ].

Proposition 10.3 Let G be a simple and simply connected Lie group, and
let Q be a principal G-bundle over a T-space X . Then there is a canonical
map

E(Q) : E(X)! �T ⊗ C=W
in SSub(T) , where �T ⊗C=W is considered as a constant Sub(T)-diagram, such
that the diagram

sp Ê(XT)
sp Ê(QT)−−−−−! �T ⊗ bC=W??y ??y

E(X)(0)
E(Q)(0)−−−−−! �T ⊗ C=W

commutes, and such that for all components F of XT and all reductions

m : T! T

of the action of T on QjF ,

E((QjF ))(T) = spE(Q(m)) +m:
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The proof will occupy the rest of this section.

Let A be a closed subgroup of T. Let Y be a connected component of XA . A
reduction

m : A! T

of the action of A on QjY determines a map

C(A) C⊗m−−−! ( �T ⊗ C)W (m);

as usual if a 2 C(A) we write am for the resulting element of ( �T ⊗ C)W (m) .
The addition

�T ⊗C � �T ⊗ C +−! �T ⊗ C
induces a translation

( �T ⊗ C)W (m) � �T ⊗ C=W (m) +−! �T ⊗ C=W (m);

and so we get an operator

�am : �T ⊗ C=W (m)! �T ⊗ C=W (m):

If A = T, then we de�ne

E(Q)(T)Y;m = spE(Q(m)) +m;

as required by the Proposition. If A is �nite, then we de�ne the map of ringed
spaces E(Q)(A)Y;m;a to be the composition

E(Y )(A)a
E(Q)(A)Y;m;a

//

�−a

��

�T ⊗ C=W (m)

E(Y )(A)0
�=

// YH;0
(QH)0

// �T ⊗ C=W (m):

�am

OO

Here we have used the fact that the E(Y )(A)0 is just the origin in C , with ring

(OspET(Y ))0
�= H(Y )0;

Lemma 4.3 provides the map (QH)0 . We de�ne

E(Q)(A)Y;m =
a

a2C[N ]

E(Q)(A)Y;m;a : E(Y )(A)! �T ⊗ C=W (m):

Lemma 10.4 If m and m0 are two reductions of the action of A on QjY , then
the diagram

E(Y )(A)
E(Q)(A)Y;m−−−−−−−! �T ⊗ C=W (m)

E(Q)(A)Y;m0

??y ??y
�T ⊗ C=W (m0) −−−−! �T ⊗ C=W

(10.5)

commutes.
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Proof This follows from the fact, proved in Lemma 3.6, that m and m0 di�er
by an element of the Weyl group of G.

The lemma permits us to write E(Q)(A)Y for the map

E(Y )(A)! �T ⊗ C=W

described by (10.5). We de�ne

E(Q)(A) : E(X)(A) =
a
Y

E(Y )(A)
∐
E(Q)(A)Y−−−−−−−−! �T ⊗ C=W;

where the coproduct is over the components Y of XA . The maps E(Q)(A)
as A ranges over closed subgroups of T assemble to give the map E(Q) of
Proposition 10.3.

10.2 Relationship to the theory ET

The construction in Proposition 10.3 is closely related to the theory ET . We
shall briefly explain how this works, as the explanation sheds light on the rela-
tionship between the \transfer argument" of Bott-Taubes and the geometry of
the variety ( �T ⊗ C)=W:

Suppose that a is a special point of C of order N and let A = T[N ]. By
de�nition we have a map

E(X)(A)a ! spET;a(X);

indeed it is the inclusion of the stalk at a. Suppose that b is an ordinary point,
and let U = Ua \ Ub . Suppose that F is a component of Y T . Let

mF : T! T

be a reduction of the action of T on QjF ; we write

mY = mF jA

for the resulting reduction of the action of A on QjY as in Lemma 3.9.
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Consider the diagram:

spET;a(X) E(Y )(A)a
E(Q)(A)Y;mY ;a

//

�−a

��

oo �T ⊗ C=W (mY ) ED

��

spET;a(X)jU
?�

OO

 ab

��

E(Y )(A)0

(QH)0
// �T ⊗ C=W (mY )

�amY

OO

E(F )(T)0
E(Q)(T)0

//

OO

��

�T ⊗ C=W (mF )

OOOO

�T ⊗ C=W

spET;b(X)jU
_�

��

E(F )(T)
E(Q)(T)

// �T ⊗ C=W (mF )

OO

spET;b(X) spE(F )� C
spE(Q(mF ))+mF

//

�−a

OO

oo �T ⊗ C=W (mF )

�(−a)mF

OO

BC

OO

(10.6)

The commutativity of the rectangle on the left is just the de�nition of  ab .
The commutativity of the rectangle on the right is evident. The commutativity
of the top and bottom rectangles in the middle is the de�nition of E(Q): The
commutativity of the remaining rectangles in the middle follows from the group
structure on C and �T ⊗C , together with the de�nitions of the maps involved.

Remark 10.7 We conclude this paper where the research for it began, with
an explanation of the relationship between \transfer formula" of [7] and the
diagram (10.6). Let F � Y T � Y � XT[N ] be as above. Let

m 2 �T = hom(T; T )

be a reduction of the action of T on QjF (so mY = mjT[N ] is a reduction of
the action of T[N ] on QjY ). Let � 2 O( �T ⊗Gan

a )W be a theta function for G;
it determines a holomorphic characteristic class for principal G-bundles of the
form QT : that is, the characteristic class �(QT) lies in H(X;A1

an).

The �rst point is that, for any a 2 Gan
a , �am� 2 O( �T ⊗ Gan

a )W (m) , so it gives
a holomorphic characteristic class for principal Z(m)-bundles. Moreover, the
commutativity of the diagram

spH(F )�Gan
a

spH(Q(m))−−−−−−−! �T ⊗Gan
a =W (m)

spE(F )��a
??y ??y�am

spH(F )�Gan
a

spH(Q(m))−−−−−−−! �T ⊗Gan
a =W (m)
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implies that
�a(�(QjF )) = (�amF �)(Q(mF )) 2 H(F ;A1

an):

The second point is that, if a 2 C[N ], and a is a lift of a to A1
an , then �am� is

nearly invariant under the action of W (mY ). Precisely, if w 2W (mY ), then

awm = am + �

for some � 2 �T ⊗�: that is, awm and am are related by the action of the a�ne
Weyl group of G. Since � is a theta function for G, the relationship between
�am� and �awm� is controlled by c2(QT) When this class is zero, or when the
second Chern class of another bundle cancels it, then we may suppose that we
have a characteristic class

(�amY �)(Q(mY )) 2 H(Y ;A1
an):

We then have

(�amY �)(Q(mY ))jF = (�am�)(Q(m)) = �a(�(QjF ));

which is a typical \transfer formula".

10.3 The nonequivariant case

The conjecture is interesting already in the nonequivariant case. In order to
compare with [2], we suppose that V is an SU(d)-bundle over a space X: Let
T � SU(d) be the usual maximal torus, with Weyl group W . Let C = C=�
be a complex elliptic curve, and let E be the associated elliptic spectrum.

We then have a map
X ! BSU(d)

which in E -theory gives (by the splitting principle) a map

XE
f−! BSU(d)E �= ( �T ⊗ bC)=W:

The line bundle I(V ) = f�I(�d) is certainly canonically isomorphic to VE :
this follows simply from the fact that the sigma function is of the form

�(z) = z + o(z2):

Of course the line bundle A(V ) is trivial when restricted to �T ⊗ bC=W . But if
c2V = 0, then A(V ) has a canonical trivialization, since A(V ) descends from
the line bundle L(c2) over �T ⊗ C de�ned by

L(c2) =
�T ⊗ (Gan

m )� C
(u; �) � (uqm; uÎ(m)q�(m)�)
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(see (5.8)). It follows that �(V ) gives a trivialization of

A(V )⊗ I(V ) �= VE :

Notice that we only needed c2V = 0 to get a trivialization of A(V ): this is
because our elliptic curve is of the form C = C=�, and the construction of
L(c2) uses the covering of C .
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